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Sign for climate justice

The clock is ticking Ctc,

That’s the message Fairtrade farmers are taking to this week’s COP27
UN climate summit in Cairo. Climate change threatens the immediate
future of many Fairtrade farmers’ communities, and the food they
produce.

As they challenge world leaders, will you join their calls for climate
justice? Sign your Community Declaration of Solidarity to help us
reach 15,000 standing for a fair deal on climate before the summit
ends next week .

SIGN TO STAND WITH FAIRTRADE FARMERS 

Why it is important Fairtrade farmers are heard at COP27

So many Fairtrade farmers are already taking on the climate crisis.
They are planting trees, sharing knowledge on climate-smart farming
techniques and protecting local biodiversity.
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‘We are near the Bwindi National Park... workers
have been trained to conserve this area of high
value eco-system.’ Jothan Musinguzi, Kayonza
Growers in Uganda, explains how Fairtrade tea

growers protect local biodiversity.

Sign to urge wealthy governments to fund vital work
like this.

This work is vital in building a greener, fairer future for food. But it
costs money.

Unfair trade and the failure of wealthy nations to deliver on climate
funding promises has left millions in low-income countries unable to
adapt to climate change, or pay for essentials like medicine, clean
water and education.

At COP27, Fairtrade farmers will tell politicians and businesses this
needs to change urgently. Support their call for climate justice by
signing your Community Declaration.

SIGN YOUR COMMUNITY DECLARATION 

Last year at the COP26 climate summit in Glasgow, public pressure
from people like you helped secure important funding
commitments. This year, we need to make sure that funding is
delivered fairly and without delay.

So far, wealthy nations have failed to meet a key promise to create a
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$100 billion fund for communities in low-income countries most
affected by climate change. Climate justice begins by honouring
that promise, and giving those communities real control over that
funding.

SIGN FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE 

Want to hear more?

You can watch Fairtrade farmers speak live at COP27, as they explain
why a fair deal on climate is so crucial for both the future of their
communities and the future of the world’s food.

Sign up to watch these events on our website.

WATCH FAIRTRADE FARMERS AT COP27 

Thanks once again for your support. When you choose Fairtrade,
you’re choosing to invest in farmers taking on the climate crisis.

By supporting Fairtrade farmers’ global campaign for a fair deal on
climate, you’re asking politicians and businesses to follow your lead.

Best wishes,

Stefan

Campaigns Team, Fairtrade Foundation 

We’ve recently updated our privacy notice. Please read it for up-to-date
information about how we use and look after your personal information.
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